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Abstract 

In wind energy conversion systems, the fundamental frequency step up transformer acts 

as a key interface between the wind turbine and the grid. Recently, there have been efforts to 

replace this transformer by an advanced power electronics based solid state transformer (SST). 

This paper proposes a configuration that combines the doubly fed induction generator based 

wind turbine and Fuzzy Logic Based SST operation. The main objective of the proposed 

configuration is to interface the turbine with the grid while providing enhanced operation and 

performance. In this paper, SST controls the active power to/from the rotor side converter, thus, 

eliminating the grid side converter. The proposed Fuzzy Logic Controller system meets the 

recent grid code requirements of wind turbine operation under fault conditions. Additionally, it 

has the ability to supply reactive power to the grid when the wind generation is not up to its rated 

value. A detailed simulation study is conducted to validate the performance of the proposed 

configuration. MATLAB/SIMULINK Results shows the effectiveness of the proposed SST 

based DFIG System. 

Index Terms—Doubly fed induction generator, fault ride through, power electronic 

transformer, solid-state transformer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decade, the penetration of renewable energy sources has been increasing 

steadily in the power system. In particular, wind energy installations have grown rapidly with 

global installed capacity increasing from 47.6 GW in 2004 to369.6 GW in 2014 [1]. Amongst the 

many technologies that exist for wind energy conversion systems (WECS), doubly fed induction 

generators (DFIG) have been prevalent due to variable speed operation, high power density and 
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lower cost [2], [3]. DFIG based WECS consist of an induction generator whose stator is directly 

connected to the grid while its rotor is connected via back to back converters known as the rotor 

side converter (RSC) and grid side converter (GSC), respectively [3]. The generator is normally 

operated at a range of 500 V–700 V and is connected to the transmission network (11–33 kV) 

through a transformer that acts as an integral part of the WECS to interface the wind turbine and 

the grid. Recently, there has been much interest in developing an alternative to the traditional 

fundamental frequency transformer using solid-state devices. 

 

Fig. 1 Expected SST integrated grid. 

The solid-state transformer (SST) achieves voltage conversion through a series of power 

electronics devices while offering multiple advantages, such as, smaller size, improved power 

quality and fault tolerant features [4]–[11]. Fig. 1 shows a power distribution system based on 

SST as envisioned in [4]. Proposed in 1980 [5], advances in solid-state technology have made 

SST more viable today leading to increased research in its feasibility and physical realization. A 

promising 10 kVA prototype has been developed and presented in [6]. Further, the use of high 

voltage silicon carbide (SiC) power devices for SST has been explored and presented in [7], [8]. 

As seen in Fig. 1, SST can act as an interface between the grid and generation sources. However, 

research showing detailed configurations for integrating existing technologies is limited. In [9], 

work is reported on using SST in a microgrid based on renewable sources. In [10], SST is used to 

interface a wind park based on squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) with the grid. However, 

a detailed analysis on fault ride through requirement and reactive power support has not been 

conducted in [10]. 

In this paper, a new configuration is proposed that combines the operation of DFIG based 

WECS and SST. This configuration acts as an interface between the wind turbine and grid while 

eliminating the GSC of DFIG. Moreover, it is essential to have fault ride through (FRT) 
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incorporated in DFIG system to meet the grid code requirements [11]–[20]. In the proposed 

work, the developed configuration allows DFIG to ride through faults seamlessly, which is the 

aspect (FRT) that has not been addressed in the earlier work on SST interfaced WECS. 

 

Fig. 2 (a) Regular DFIG configuration, (b) SST structure and (c) configuration suggested in [10]. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND MODELING 

A. Motivation for DFIG 

In [21], it has been reported that a DFIG based wind turbine is the lightest amongst the 

current wind systems which also explains its wide commercial use. Moreover, in the proposed 

configuration, the GSC present in traditional DFIG systems is removed making the machine 

setup further lighter. On the other hand, SST being used in an AC/AC system is expected to be 

25% smaller in volume than traditional low frequency transformer [22]. Thus, the use of SST to 

interface a DFIG based wind system can be expected to provide further reduction in weight and 

volume when compared to other wind systems with the fundamental frequency transformer. 

B. Background 

The widely used DFIG based WECS configuration is shown in Fig. 2(a). The stator 

terminals of the machine are connected directly to the grid while the rotor terminals are 

connected via back to back converters. The RSC allows for variable speed operation of the 
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machine by injecting or drawing active power from the rotor. The GSC maintains the DC link by 

transferring the active power from the rotor to the grid or vice versa. The step up transformer T1, 

is the interface between the DFIG system and grid. 

Three stage SST configuration is shown in Fig. 2(b), where it connects the grid to a 

distribution load. Conv-1 is a fully controlled three-phase converter connected to the high 

voltage grid (11–33 kV). It draws real power from the grid and maintains the high voltage DC 

bus (vhdc). This high voltage DC is converted to high frequency AC voltage by a half bridge 

converter(HB-1) which is then stepped down using a smaller sized high frequency transformer. 

This transformer provides the galvanic isolation between the grid and load. A second half bridge 

converter (HB−2) converts the low voltage AC to low voltage DC voltage (vldc). This DC bus 

supports conv-2 which maintains the three-phase/single phase supply voltage to the load by 

producing a controlled three phase voltage. The configuration thus performs the function of a 

regular transformer allowing for bi-directional power flow using a series of power electronics 

devices [5]–[10]. 

As mentioned earlier, the use of SST in WECS has been explored by Xu et al. in [10]. 

SST was used in an SCIG based WECS replacing the step-up transformer between the turbine 

and grid. It was shown that SST can improve the voltage profile at the terminals of the SCIG. 

While the focus of [10] was on SCIG, possible configuration for DFIG systems was also 

showcased that is represented in Fig. 2(c). The step-up transformer T1 in Fig. 2(a) is directly 

replaced by the SST in Fig. 2(c). 

C. Proposed System Description 

The general DFIG based WECS representation is shown in Fig. 3(a) whereas the 

proposed system configuration is shown in Fig. 3(b). In the proposed configuration, the 

fundamental frequency transformer is replaced by the SST. The proper control of SST converter 

that is close to the stator of DFIG, addressed as machine interfacing converter (MIC), can aid the 

machine in its operation. Thus, it is proposed to eliminate the GSC in the DFIG system 

configuration by incorporating its role in SST. Note that this new arrangement modifies the 

overall operation and control of standard GSC-RSC based DFIG system. In principle, the 

machine terminal voltages can be maintained constant in spite of any voltage variations in the 

grid using MIC. The direction of power flow in the proposed configuration occurs from the low 

voltage machine terminals to the grid. The MIC is responsible for: (i) maintaining the required 

voltages at the stator terminals and (ii) transferring the real power from the stator terminals (Ps) 
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to the low voltage DC bus (vldc). This low voltage DC bus is regulated by the high frequency 

stage converters (HB1 and HB2) and not by the DFIG. In other words, MIC acts as a stiff grid at 

the stator terminals. Interestingly, the low voltage DC bus (magnitude) is very close to the one 

controlled by GSC in the regular DFIG configuration [vldc1 in Fig. 2(a)]. This allows the RSC in 

the proposed configuration to be connected directly to vldc of SST. The vldc has two functions, 

namely, (i) to transfer active power from the stator terminals to the grid and (ii) to transfer active 

power (Pr ) to/from the RSC during sub-synchronous or super-synchronous operation. 

The power transfer through the high frequency stage, from the low voltage DC bus to the 

high voltage DC bus (vhdc), is controlled by introducing a phase shift between the two high 

frequency AC voltages with the objective of regulating the DC bus voltage (vldc). The grid 

interfacing converter (GIC) connects SST to the grid and maintains the DC link (vhdc) by 

exchanging active power with the grid. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Regular DFIG configuration and (b) Proposed SST based DFIG configuration. 

To provide an effective FRT in the proposed configuration, a DC chopper is incorporated 

at vhdc bus. During the grid fault conditions, the power being generated by the wind turbine is 

evacuated through the high frequency stage into the DC chopper. Further, the high frequency 

stage continues to maintain the low voltage DC bus (vldc), allowing the voltages at the machine 

terminals to be constant. The presence of GIC further helps to achieve the recent grid code 

requirements of reactive current injection without requiring any additional control or device. 

Furthermore, the GIC can provide reactive power support to the grid during low wind generation 

periods. 
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III. CONTROL OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To ensure smooth operation of the proposed configuration, the control objectives and 

algorithms for the RSC, MIC and the GIC are discussed below and shown in Fig. 4. 

A. RSC Control 

The rotor side control ensures the variable speed operation of DFIG by enabling the generator to 

work in super synchronous or sub synchronous modes. In super synchronous mode, the total 

power generated is partially evacuated through the RSC. Under sub synchronous modes, the 

RSC injects active power into the rotor. The RSC in the proposed converter is controlled using a 

decoupled d − q synchronous frame reference. The q axis of the reference frame is aligned with 

the machine stator voltage. On doing this, as per (3), the torque produced by the machine can be 

directly controlled by controlling the q-axis rotor current iqr. Moreover, the reactive power 

produced at the stator terminal can also be controlled by controlling the d-axis rotor current idr. 

The control schematic for the same is shown in Fig. 4. A suitable MPPT curve is used to track 

the optimal rotor speed and is compared with the measured rotor speed. The error is processed by 

a PI controller to produce the reference torque (T∗e ) for the machine. Using (3), the rotor q-axis 

reference current (i∗qr) is calculated. 

 

Fig. 4. Control diagram of proposed configuration. 

This current is compared with the actual rotor q-axis current (iqr) and the error is processed by a 
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PI controller to generate the q-axis reference voltage (v∗qr). In the proposed configuration, the 

stator terminals are completely decoupled from the grid through the SST. The GIC supplies any 

reactive power requirement from the grid and the machine only generates active power. This 

eliminates the need for control over the d-axis rotor current and voltage. Thus, the d-axis rotor 

voltage reference for RSC ( v∗dr) is maintained as zero. The d − q axis reference voltages are 

then converted to three phase and used to generate the gate pulses for the RSC. Further details 

regarding the control system can be obtained in [4]. 

B. MIC Control 

The MIC is the first stage of the SST connecting the low voltage machine output to the 

high frequency stage. This converter is controlled to maintain 1 p.u. voltage (0.575 kV) at 50 Hz 

at the stator terminals of the machine. The control is achieved by generating a reference voltage 

and comparing the d-axis component of the reference (v∗sd ) with the voltage at the output of the 

converter (vsd ). The power generated at the stator terminals of the machine is thus absorbed by 

the low voltage DC bus connected to MIC operating at 1.15 kV. 

 

IV Fuzzy Based Feedback Controller 

 Fuzzy logic is a form of logic that is the extension of boolean logic, which incorporates 

partial values of truth. Instead of sentences being "completely true" or "completely false," they 

are assigned a value that represents their degree of truth. In fuzzy systems, values are indicated 

by a number (called a truth value) in the range from 0 to 1, where 0.0 represents absolute false 

and 1.0 represents absolute truth. Fuzzification is the generalization of any theory from discrete 

to continuous. Fuzzy logic is important to artificial intelligence because they allow computers to 

answer ‘to a certain degree’ as opposed to in one extreme or the other. In this sense, computers 

are allowed to think more 'human-like' since almost nothing in our perception is extreme, but is 

true only to a certain degree. Through fuzzy logic, machines can think in degrees, solve problems 

when there is no simple mathematical model. It solves problems for highly nonlinear processes 

and uses expert knowledge to make decisions.  

4.1 Fuzzy Logic Controller  

The fuzzy logic controller provides an algorithm, which converts the expert knowledge into an 

automatic control strategy. Fuzzy logic is capable of handling approximate information in a 
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systematic way and therefore it is suited for controlling non linear systems and is used for 

modeling complex systems, where an inexact model exists or systems where ambiguity or 

vagueness is common. The fuzzy control systems are rule-based systems in which a set of fuzzy 

rules represent a control decision mechanism for adjusting the effects of certain system stimuli. 

With an effective rule base, the fuzzy control systems can replace a skilled human operator. The 

rule base reflects the human expert knowledge, expressed as linguistic variables, while the 

membership functions represent expert interpretation of those variables. 

 

Figure 5 : Block diagram of fuzzy control system 

Figure 5 shows the block diagram of fuzzy control system. The crisp inputs are supplied to the 

input side Fuzzification unit. The Fuzzification unit converts the crisp input in to fuzzy variable. 

The fuzzy variables are then passed through the fuzzy rule base. The fuzzy rule base computes 

the input according to the rules and gives the output. The output is then passed through de-

fuzzification unit where the fuzzy output is converted to crisp output. 

 4.2 Hybrid Fuzzy-PID Controller  

Although it is possible to design a fuzzy logic type of PID controller by a simple modification of 

the conventional ones, via inserting some meaningful fuzzy logic IF- THEN rules into the 

control system, these approaches in general complicate the overall design and do not come up 

with new fuzzy PID controllers that capture the essential characteristics and nature of the 

conventional PID controllers. Besides, they generally do not have analytic formulas to use for 

control specification and stability analysis. The fuzzy PD, PI, and PI+D controllers to be 

introduced below are natural extensions of their conventional versions, which preserve the linear 
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structures of the PID controllers, with simple and conventional analytical formulas as the final 

results of the design. Thus, they can directly replace the conventional PID controllers in any 

operating control systems (plants, processes). The main difference is that these fuzzy PID 

controllers are designed by employing fuzzy logic control principles and techniques, to obtain 

new controllers that possess analytical formulas very similar to the conventional digital PID 

controllers. 

4.3 Different Structures of Hybrid Fuzzy PID Controller 

 Han Xiong Li et.al, has proposed a two dimensional configuration for PID type FLC. In this 

paper optimal fuzzy reasoning model for control is proposed and is compared with conventional 

fuzzy control [3.14] 

 

Figure 6: Architecture of fuzzy PID controller [3.14] 

Y Zhang et.al, implemented a fuzzy PID hybrid controller for temperature control of melted 

aluminum in atomized furnace. In this architecture the input of fuzzy controller is error and 

change in error. α is the weighing factor. The total controller output is the summation of the 

output of fuzzy controller and PID controller. The output of Fuzzy-PID hybrid controller denoted 

by u is a combination of the output of fuzzy controller and the output of PID controller, 

symbolized as u1 and u2 respectively, involving a weighting calculation for bumpless switch 

between the two controllers. The weighting coefficient ‘α’ as a function of e can decide which 

controller operating mainly according to e. The fuzzy controller works mostly if e is larger than 

set point, or else the PID controller becomes the main controller with a bumpless switch [3.17]. 
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Figure 6: Architecture of fuzzy PID controller 

4.4 Tuning of Fuzzy PID Controller 

Seema Chopra et.al, proposed a method for tuning of fuzzy PI controller. The input 

scaling factors are tuned online by gain updating factor whose values are determined by fuzzy 

rule base [3.18]. Seema chopra et.al have proposed a neural network tuned fuzzy controller for 

MIMO systems from the given set of input and output data. An appropriate coupling tuned fuzzy 

controller is incorporated to control MIMO system to compensate for the dynamics of coupling 

[3.20]. 

6.5 Scaling Factor in Fuzzy Logic Controller 

 Scaling factor in a fuzzy logic controller is very important. Selection of suitable values for 

scaling factors are made based on the knowledge about the process to be controlled and 

sometimes through trial and error to achieve the best possible control performance. This is so 

because, unlike conventional non-fuzzy controllers to date, there is no well-defined method for 

good setting of scaling factors for fuzzy logic controllers. But the scaling factors are the main 

parameters used for tuning the fuzzy logic controller because changing the scaling factors 

changes the normalized universe of discourse, the domains, and the membership functions of 

input /output variables of fuzzy logic controller.  

4.5 Hybrid Fuzzy Controller  

This section gives a detail view of hybrid fuzzy controller designed to control the outlet 

temperature of shell and tube heat exchanger system. Figure 3.7 shows the parallel form of PID 

controller where all the elements (proportional, integral and derivative) are summed together to 

produce the control effect. 
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The linguistic variables used in the membership functions are described in table 3. Table 3.1: 

Linguistic variables in fuzzy inference system 

 

V Simulation results 

 

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed configuration, detailed simulations are carried 

out. The simulated system is as represented in Fig. 7.1. A detailed model of proposed 

configuration is developed using the SIMULINK and SimPowerSystems toolbox in MATLAB. 

All the system parameters are given in Table 7.1. The performance of proposed system is 

evaluated under different operating conditions. All the results shown are in p.u. on a base of 5.1 

MVA with respective voltages.  
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Fig 7.1 MATLAB/SIMULINK Model for the Prposed Fuzzy Based DFIG 

A. Normal Operation 

Firstly, the operation of the proposed configuration is shown under normal grid 

conditions in Fig. 6. In this scenario (between 4.9 to 5 sec), the wind turbine is operated at a 

speed of 13 · m/s thus not producing peak power. The wind turbines produce a total of 4.2 MW 

active power. Like general DFIG, the system delivers this wind generated active power to the 

grid as shown in Fig. 6(e) through the SST. That is, there is no reactive power support from the 

GIC. Figs. 6(a) and (b) show the grid voltages and currents at the output of the GIC. Figs. 6(c) 

and (d) give the stator terminal voltages and machine currents at 0.575 kV. 

Table 7.1 
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The high and low voltage DC bus voltage profiles are illustrated in Figs. 7.2 (f) and (g), 

respectively. Fig. 7.2 (h) provides the controlled inner loop d-axis and q-axis currents of the GIC 

that control the active and reactive power injection into the grid, respectively. Fig. 7.2 (i) shows 

the rotor speed of the machine which remains constant at 1.2 p.u. 

B. Reactive Power Support during Steady-State 

The feature of using the GIC capacity to provide reactive power support during lower 

wind speeds. (between time intervals of 5 sec to 5.1 sec). At 5 sec, the reactive power reference 

is activated to fully utilize the GIC capacity. With 13 · m/s wind speed (i.e. 4.2 MW), the 

proposed configuration can inject 2.7 MVar. 
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Fig 7.2. Normal operation of proposed configuration showing dynamics of P and Q injection. (a) 

Grid voltages, (b) grid currents,(c) stator terminal voltages, (d) stator currents, (e) active and 

reactive power injected by the system, (f) high voltage DC bus voltage, (g) low voltage DC bus 

voltage, (h) inner loop controlled axis grid currents and (i) rotor speed. 

C. Symmetrical Fault 

The performance of proposed configuration to meet FRT requirements in recent grid 

codes are discussed in this section. A severe LLL-G fault is applied at upstream grid when the 

DFIG is producing maximum power (at 15m/s). The results are shown in Fig. 7.3. The fault is 

detected by sensing the positive sequence voltage magnitude. Fig. 7.3(a) shows the grid voltages 

during the fault which is introduced at 3 sec and lasts for 150 ms as per the grid code 

requirement. Fig. 7.3(b) shows the grid currents injected by the GIC. Figs.7.3(c) and (d) depict 

the stator voltage and currents of the machine, respectively. Note that the turbine does not see 

any change in the operating condition as MIC maintains the rated stator voltages despite the 

severe fault condition.  
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Fig. 7.3(f) shows the low voltage DC bus which remains Fig 7.3. Performance of the 

proposed configuration under three-phase symmetrical LLL-G fault. (a) Grid voltages, (b) grid 

currents, (c) stator terminal voltages, (d) stator currents, (e) inner loop controlled axis grid 

currents, (f) low voltage DC bus (g) high voltage DC bus voltage and (h) rotor speed constant.  

 

Further, as seen from Fig. 7.3(g), the DC chopper evacuates the active power generated 

by the turbines successfully. Thus, in the proposed configuration, turbines seamlessly ride 

through the grid fault. On the grid side, the GIC is controlled to inject necessary reactive current 

to meet the grid codes. Fig. 7.3(e) shows the d and q-axis currents of the GIC, igd and igq, 

respectively. In pre-fault conditions it can be seen that igd is at 1 p.u. since the wind turbine is 

operated at maximum capacity. The q-axis current igq on the other hand is at zero as no reactive 

power is being injected. At 3 sec, when the fault occurs, the fault switch (FS2) is set to position 2 

and the reactive current reference i∗gq is calculated as per (6). The GIC, thus, injects 0.9 p.u. 

reactive current that can be seen in Fig. 7.3(e). The d-axis current (igd)is calculated as per (7). 

D. Unsymmetrical Fault Condition 

The performance of the proposed configuration is tested under unsymmetrical faults 

condition as well. A single phase L-G fault is applied at the upstream grid when the DFIG is 

producing maximum power (15m/s). Fig. 7.4 (a) shows the grid voltages when the fault occurs at 

3 sec and lasts for 150 ms. Fig. 7.4(b) shows the grid currents injected by the GIC. Note that the 

currents remain symmetrical despite the unsymmetrical fault. Figs. 7.4(c) and (d) show the stator 
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voltages and currents which remain undisturbed as the MIC maintains rated stator voltages 

similar to the symmetrical case. 

 

 

Fig 7.4. Performance of the proposed configuration under three-phase unsymmetrical L-G fault. 

(a) Grid voltages, (b) grid currents,(c) stator terminal voltages, (d) stator currents, (e) inner loop 

controlled axis grid currents, (f) low voltage DC bus (g) high voltage DC bus voltage and (h) 

rotor speed.  
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Fig 7.5 Total Harmonic Distrotion (THD) of the Grid Cuurnet in % 

 Fig. 7.4(a) shows the grid voltages when the fault occurs at 3 sec and lasts for 150 ms. 

Fig. 7.4(b) shows the grid currents injected by the GIC. Note that the currents remain 

symmetrical despite the unsymmetrical fault. Figs. 7.4(c) and (d) show the stator voltages and 

currents which remain undisturbed as the MIC maintains rated stator voltages similar to the 

symmetrical case. 

Fig. 7.4(f) shows the low voltage DC bus. Fig. 7.4(g) shows the chopped DC bus voltage. Note 

that during a single phase fault, active power is still being transferred to the grid and the amount 

of power evacuated through the DC chopper is lesser than the case of a severe three phase fault. 

During this fault, the positive sequence voltage drops to 0.8 p.u. giving the reactive reference 

current (i∗ gq) as 0.4 p.u. The reactive d and q axis currents, igd and igq are shown in Fig. 7.4(e), 

respectively. 

CONCLUSION 

In this thesis, a new system configuration that combines DFIG and SST operation has 

been proposed. This configuration replaces the regular fundamental frequency transformer with 

advanced power electronics based SST. The key features of the proposed configuration are 
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outlined: Replacement of regular fundamental frequency transformer with SST leading to 

smaller footprint. Direct interface with SST to inject active power. Elimination of GSC in a 

standard DFIG system as the active power to/from RSC is regulated by MIC. Simplified DFIG 

control as machine supports only active power. The reactive power is supported by GIC during 

both normal and fault conditions. Seamless fault ride through operation during both symmetrical 

and unsymmetrical faults as per the latest grid codes. 
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